Preliminary Results of 2016 Census on
Establishments
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Number of establishments and workers

○ As of the end of 2016, the number of establishments increased by 78 thousand (2.0%) to
3,953 thousand. The number of workers rose by 442 thousand (2.1%) to 21,332 thousand.
- The number of establishments went up by 726 thousand (22.5%) from 2006. The number
of workers grew by 5,896 thousand (38.2%) from 2006. For the recent decade, the number
of establishments and workers continued an increasing trend.
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Number of establishments and workers by industry

○ 'Accommodation and Food Service Activities' recorded the highest contribution ratio (24.3%)
to the increase in the total number of establishments, which was followed by 'Real Estate
Activities and Renting & Leasing' (16.2%).
○ 'Human Health and Social Work Activities' recorded the highest contribution ratio (25.9%) to
the increase in the total number of workers, which was followed by 'Business Facilities
Management and Business Support Services' (13.9%).
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Number of establishments and workers by size of workers

○ As of the end of 2016, establishments with 5 to 99 workers showed the highest increase
(3.9%, 29 thousand establishments) in the number of establishments compared to 2015.
Establishments with 300 workers or more showed the highest increase (4.0%, 118 thousand
persons) in the number of workers compared to 2015.
○ Establishments with 5 to 99 workers recorded the highest contribution ratio (46.5%) to the
increase in the total number of workers.
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Number of establishments by age group of CEOs

○ As of the end of 2016, establishments with CEOs in their fifties occupied the largest share
at 35.2 percent.

○ Compared to 2015, establishments with CEOs in their twenties or less recorded the highest
increase (11.0%), which was followed by establishments with CEOs in their thirties (4.6%)
and establishments with CEOs in their sixties or more (4.3%).
○ Establishments with CEOs in their sixties or more recorded the highest contribution ratio (43.5%)
to the increase in the total number of establishments.
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Number of establishments by gender of CEOs

○ As of the end of 2016, the share of female CEOs rose by 0.4%p to 37.9 percent.
- The share of female CEOs showed an increase in all industries excluding 'Accommodation
and Food Service Activities' (a drop of 0.4%p), 'Arts, Sports and Recreation-related Services'
(a drop of 0.2%p) and 'Mining and Quarrying' (a drop of 0.1%p).
- 'Accommodation and Food Service Activities' showed the highest share of female CEOs at
61.7 percent, which was followed by 'Education' (55.3%) and 'Human Health and Social Work
Activities' (45.1%).
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Number of workers by gender

○ As of the end of 2016, the share of female workers went up from 42.1 percent to 42.7 percent.
In the meantime, the share of male workers went down from 57.9 percent to 57.3 percent.

- The share of female workers in 'Human Health and Social Work Activities' showed the highest
figure at 79.7 percent, which was followed by 'Accommodation and Food Service Activities'
(63.6%), 'Education' (62.9%) and 'Financial and Insurance Activities' (55.5%).
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Number of workers by status of workers

○ As for workers by status of workers, 'Regular workers' occupied the largest share at 64.4
percent at the end of 2016.
○ As of the end of 2016, 'Temporary and daily workers', 'Regular workers' and 'Self-employed
and unpaid family workers' grew by 5.2 percent, 2.2 percent and 0.5 percent from 2015,
respectively. In the meantime, 'Other workers' fell by 0.9 percent from 2015.
○ 'Regular workers' recorded the highest contribution ratio (66.8%) to the increase in the total
number of workers.
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Number of establishments and workers by type of legal organization

○ As for establishments by type of legal organization, as of the end of 2016, company corporations,
non-company corporations and individual establishments increased by 3.0 percent (16 thousand
establishments), 2.4 percent (3 thousand establishments) and 1.9 percent (60 thousand
establishments) from 2015, respectively. Non-corporate organizations remained the same level
as 2015.
○ Individual establishments recorded the highest contribution ratio (44.4%) to the increase in
the number of workers, which was followed by company corporations (36.2%), non-company
corporations (19.1%) and non-corporate organizations (0.3%).
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Number of establishments and workers by type of establishment

○ As for establishments by type of establishment, as of the end of 2016, 'Factories and branches',
'Head offices' and 'Single unit establishments' grew by 5.0 percent (9 thousand establishments),
3.4 percent (2 thousand establishments) and 1.9 percent (68 thousand establishments) from
2015, respectively.
○ As for workers by type of establishments, 'Single unit establishments' marked the highest
contribution ratio at 70.7 percent, which was followed by 'Head offices' (25.4%) and 'Factories
and branches' (3.9%).

10 Number of establishments and workers by province

○ As for the Seoul Capital Area (Seoul, Incheon and Gyeonggi), the number of establishments
increased by 1.9 percent (34 thousand establishments) from 2015, and the number of workers
increased by 1.7 percent (188 thousand workers) from 2015. As for the Non-capital Area,
the number of establishments increased by 2.2 percent (44 thousand establishments) from
2015, and the number of workers increased by 2.5 percent (255 thousand workers) from 2015.
○ As of the end of 2016, Sejong showed the highest increase in the number of establishments
(13.1%, 1 thousand establishments) and workers (8.3%, 7 thousand workers) compared to
the previous year.

